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Code for Advertising and Promotional Materials 

(June 2017)  
  

1. In promoting their services to prospective students, Teaching Institutions play an 

important role in communicating the University of London International Programmes 

brand around the world. To ensure the integrity of this brand, as well as the brands 

of the University of London and its constituent Colleges, it is critical that Teaching 

Institutions promote the University of London International Programmes in an 

accurate and consistent way.   

  

2. To ensure this happens, the University of London International Programmes has 

developed a Code for Advertising and Promotional Materials which all recognised 

centres and candidate institutions must comply with. This code covers all materials, 

whether in print or digital media. Examples of such material include: advertisements; 

posters; website; Facebook or other social media pages; prospectuses; brochures; 

corporate videos; press releases; exhibition banners; and promotional merchandise.   

  

3. The code consists of requirements that Teaching Institutions must comply with and, 

in a series of annexes, texts which should be used by them.    

  

4. The code covers both the language which must be used to describe the University of 

London International Programmes and how it works, and the language which must 

be used when describing the relationship between a specific Teaching Institution and 

the University.   

  

5. Unless otherwise stated, “the University” means the University of London, the 

University of London International Programmes, the University of London 

International Academy and the Colleges of the University of London.   

 

 

Section 1: Requirements of all Teaching Institutions  
 

6. Draft copies of all materials relating to the University of London International 

Programmes must be forwarded to the Institutions team (institutions@london.ac.uk) 

within the University of London International Academy for comment and approval 

prior to publication or use. Approval is also needed for all subsequent updates. 

 

Describing the University of London International Programmes  

 

7. When referring to the University, all Teaching Institutions must:  

a. Use approved text to describe particular aspects of the International 

Programmes, as set out in Annex A.  

b. Use approved statements to describe the University of London Programmes, as 

set out in Annex F.  

c. Not use terms such as External Programme and External Students.   

d. Not cite the positions in league tables or in university rankings of Colleges of the 

University of London.  

e. Only quote from any of the University’s printed or digital materials or website with 

the explicit agreement of your Institutions team contact within the University of 

London International Academy.  
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Describing the relationship with the University  

  

8. Teaching Institutions must:  

a. Not use phrases such as partnership, collaboration or franchise.  

b. Not state that they have a direct relationship with the College or Colleges that 

provide academic direction for those programmes they support.   

c. Not state or imply that the University or any of its Colleges guarantees the quality 

of the teaching, services or financial stability of the Teaching Institution.  

d. Make clear that it is the University of London that is the awarding body for all 

qualifications available through the University of London International 

Programmes and not the College or Colleges that provide academic direction or 

the Teaching Institution itself.  

e. Only use approved text as set out in Annex C (Affiliate Centres); Annex D 

(Registered Centres); and Annex F (candidate institutions).  

  

9. Where a Teaching Institution has Certificate Teaching Status for one or more CertHE 

programmes, they are entitled to state that they have “Certificate Teaching Status for 

the University of London International Programmes” for the specific award. They 

should not state that this status was granted by the Member Institution or Institutions. 

They can, however, identify the College that provides academic direction for the 

Certificate.  

  

10. Where a Teaching Institution has been approved to teach the International 

Foundation Programme they are entitled to state that they are “approved to teach the 

University of London International Foundation Programme”.  

 

Publicising student results  

 

11. Teaching Institutions should only use student data that has been approved by the 

University. Furthermore, they should:  

a. Focus on their own results and avoid any reference or comparison (implicit or 

explicit) to results of other institutions providing teaching support for the 

University of London International Programmes.   

b. Make reasonable claims regarding examination results that can be substantiated 

by data.   

c. Use absolute figures (e.g. ‘24 out of 36 of our students passed’) to describe 

results. Percentages may be used if the absolute number of students to whom 

they refer is also given and with equal prominence.   

d. Only refer to prize-winners and to students awarded published gradings (e.g. 

degree classification, marks of Distinction, Merit and Credit) where permission of 

the student concerned has been obtained in writing.   

  

Branding, including use of logos  

  

12. All candidate and recognised centres are entitled to use a version of the logo 

belonging to the University. Teaching Institutions should ensure that they use the 

correct version of the logo. Institutions must ensure that the correct logo is used in 

relation to each programme status, i.e. if a recognised centre is teaching a 

provisionally recognised programme, the candidate logo must be used in connection 

with that particular programme. 
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13. Teaching Institutions should not use any logo of the College that provides academic 

direction for that Certificate. This includes Permission to Teach logos which were 

previously available.   

 

14. Any institutions wishing to publish an image of a University of London staff member 

must ensure that written permission has been obtained by the individual prior to 

publication. 

 

15. It should be clear that the Teaching Institution is the advertiser. As such, Teaching 

Institutions:  

a. Must not attempt to replicate the brand identity of University of London 

International Programmes, either by copying its visual identity or by using its 

brand concepts.    

b. Must not say, imply or give the impression that any advertising relating to its 

service originates from the University of London or Colleges of the University of 

London.   

c. Must clearly establish ownership of any website and not imply or give the 

impression that any website is owned by the University of London, either through 

the URL, page metadata or page content of the website.   

  

16. When using marketing assets provided by the University, Teaching Institutions:  

a. Must not adapt any assets in such a way that makes them appear cobranded.   

b. Should use any photos of the University in an appropriate way. For example, 

they must not use a photo of a College in relation to a programme for which that 

College does not provide academic direction. Photos must be clearly identified 

as being of the University of London or of a specific College of the University of 

London.  

 

17. Where a Programme Director for the University of London International Programmes 

has provided a statement for use in materials, the following conditions should be 

adhered to:  

a. The statement should only be used in prospectuses and brochures for 

appropriate programme area.  

b. When used on a website, this statement should appear on a page relating to the 

appropriate programme area.   

  
  

Section 2: additional requirements of recognised centres  
  

Describing the University of London International Programmes  

  

17. When providing a detailed description of the University of London International 

Programmes (e.g. on websites, in prospectuses), recognised centres must use the 

statement provided in Annex B. This statement may not be amended and must be 

used in its entirety. Recognised centres are permitted to use a standalone statement 

on the College or Colleges that provide academic direction, which can be provided 

through the University of London International Academy. This statement should be 

positioned after the statement on the University of London International Programmes.  

  

18. In cases where the detailed description is not appropriate (such as in adverts or on 

posters), recognised centres may use the terms University of London International 
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Programmes and University of London. In these cases, recognised centres may also 

refer to the College or Colleges that provide academic direction, either by use of the 

term ‘Member Institution’ or ‘academic direction’. However, in such cases there must 

be a hyperlink, footnote or other appropriate reference to the definition of Member 

Institution or academic direction as provided in Annex A. It should also be clear that 

programmes are offered through the University of London International Programmes 

or that the University of London is the awarding body.  

 

Describing the relationship with the University  

 

19. Recognised centres are entitled to use either the phrase “Registered Centre for the 

University of London International Programmes” or “Affiliate Centre for the University 

of London International Programmes”. However:  

a. This phrase must be used in accordance with the relevant explanatory text(s) 

drawn from Annex C (Affiliate Centres) or D (Registered Centres).  

b. A recognised centre is entitled to present itself as recognised only in connection 

with the specific academic programme(s) and at the specific campus(es) listed 

on the Certificate of Recognition.   

 

Branding, including logos  

 

20. Recognised centres may use the specific version of the University of London 

International Programmes logo for which they have explicit approval and no other 

logo, crest or design belonging to the University. At present there are only two 

versions of logo that can be used in this way: one version of the University of London 

International Programmes logo for Affiliate Centres, and another version for 

Registered Centres, which are indicated below. In using these logos, recognised 

centres must adhere to the ‘Logo guidelines’. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Updating of materials  

 

21. Recognised centres must, where practical, update any materials within one month of 

the termination of recognition or Certificate Teaching Status or if their recognition 

status is changed (e.g. “Affiliate Centre” to “Registered Centre”).   

 

Section 3: additional requirements of candidate institutions  
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Describing the University of London International Programmes  

 

22. When providing a detailed description of the University of London International 

Programmes (e.g. on websites, in prospectuses), candidate institutions must use 

texts drawn from Annex E only. These texts may not be amended and must be used 

in their entirety.  

 

23. In shorter materials such as adverts, Teaching Institutions may refer to the College 

or Colleges that provide academic direction. However:  

a. When doing so they must include the description of the term ‘Member Institution’ 

or academic direction, as set out in Annex A  

b. It must be clear that that the University of London is the awarding body.  

  

Describing the relationship with the University  

  

24. Guidance on what candidate institutions can say is provided in Annex F.  

 

Branding, including logos 

 

25. Candidate centres may use the specific version of the University of London 

International Programmes logo for which they have explicit approval and no other 

logo, crest or design belonging to the University. There is only one logo that can be 

used in this way, which is indicated below. In using this logo, candidate centres must 

adhere to the ‘Logo guidelines’. 

 

 
 

Updating of materials  

 

26. Candidate institutions must, where practical, update any materials within one month 

of the termination of candidacy or Certificate Teaching Status.  

  

 

LIST OF ANNEXES  

  

Annex A  

 

Text which should be used by All Teaching Institutions to describe 

particular aspects of the University of London International Programmes.  

 

Annex B Text which should be used by International Foundation Programme 

(IFP) institutions to describe particular aspects of the University of 

London.  

 

Annex C  

  

Text which should be used by Affiliate Centres to describe their 

relationship with the University of London International Programmes.   
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Annex D  Text which should be used by Registered Centres to describe their 

relationship with the University of London International Programmes.  

 

Annex E 

 

Annex F  

  

Text which should be used by Candidate institutions to describe their 

role with respect to the University of London International Programmes 
 
 

Text which should be used by All Teaching Institutions to describe the 

following University of London Programmes.   
 

Text (i): EMFSS 

Text (ii): Undergraduate Laws programme  

Text (iii): Computing  

Text (iv): BSc Business Administration   

Text (v):  Postgraduate Laws programme  

Text (vi): International Foundation Programme (IFP) 

Text (vii): Professional Accountancy  

Text (viii): Global MBA 
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ANNEX A 

  

TEXT WHICH SHOULD BE USED BY ALL TEACHING INSTITUTIONS TO DESCRIBE 

PARTICULAR ASPECTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON INTERNATIONAL 

PROGRAMMES.  

  

University of London  

The University of London was established in 1836 and is a federation of 18 Colleges and 9 

specialist institutes.   

  

University of London International Programmes *  

Established in 1858, the University of London International Programmes is the world’s oldest 

provider of degrees through distance and flexible learning.   

  

Students  

Students are students of the University of London International Programmes*.   

 

Role of the College (Member Institution) * 

The Member Institution is the College whose staff develop the syllabuses, prepare the study 

materials, and are responsible for the assessment of International Programmes students.  
  

or  
  

Academic direction means that staff at this College develop the syllabuses, prepare the study 

materials, and are responsible for the assessment of International Programmes students.  

 

Awarding body  

Upon successful completion, students are awarded a University of London degree, diploma 

or certificate.  

  

Standard of Awards * 

The standard of awards made to International Programmes students is maintained at the 

same level as the standard of awards made to students studying at a College of the University 

of London. 

 

Wording on the Diploma  

The final diploma indicates that the student was registered with the University of London and 

awarded a University of London degree, diploma or certificate, and gives the name of the 

Member Institution or Institutions, that conducted the examinations.*  

  

*Not applicable to the International Foundation Programme (IFP). For more information 

please refer to Annex B.  
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ANNEX B    

  

TEXT WHICH SHOULD BE USED BY INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION PROGRAMME 

(IFP) INSTITUTIONS TO DESCRIBE PARTICULAR ASPECTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 

LONDON.  

  

University of London  

The University of London was established in 1836 and is a federation of 18 Colleges and 9 

specialist institutes.   

  

Students  

International Foundation Programme (IFP) students are students of the University of 

London.  

 

Role of the University of London  

University of London academic staff develop the syllabuses, prepare the study materials, and 

are responsible for the assessment of International Foundation Programmes students.  
  

 

Awarding body  

Upon successful completion, students are awarded the University of London International 

Foundation Certificate.  

  

Level of Award  

The International Foundation Programme (IFP) is equivalent to Qualifications and Credit 

Framework (QCF) Level 3 (e.g. ‘A’ levels). 

 

Wording on the Certificate  

The final certificate indicates that the student was registered with the University of London 

and awarded the University of London International Foundation Certificate.  
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ANNEX C   

  

TEXT WHICH SHOULD BE USED BY AFFILIATE CENTRES TO DESCRIBE 

THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON INTERNATIONAL 

PROGRAMMES. THIS TEXT MUST REMAIN UNAMENDED AND USED IN FULL.  

  

We are an Affiliate Centre for the University of London International Programmes.  

This is the highest level of recognition and means that in the considered view of the 
University of London it demonstrates a sustained commitment to developing excellence in 
respect of teaching, support to students and administrative processes.  
  

 

  

ANNEX D   

  

TEXT WHICH SHOULD BE USED BY REGISTERED CENTRES TO DESCRIBE 

THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON INTERNATIONAL 

PROGRAMMES.  THIS TEXT MUST REMAIN UNAMENDED AND USED IN FULL.  

  

We are a Registered Centre for the University of London International Programmes. This 
means that in the considered view of the University of London it demonstrates commitment 
to developing high standards in respect of teaching, support to students and administrative 
processes.  
  

 

 

ANNEX E   

  

TEXT WHICH SHOULD BE USED BY CANDIDATE INSTITUTIONS TO DESCRIBE 

THEIR ROLE WITH RESPECT TO THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON INTERNATIONAL 

PROGRAMMES.   

  

Although not a description of their relationship with the University of London International 

Programmes, candidate institutions can state that they provide support to students of the 

University of London International Programmes. 
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ANNEX F 

  

TEXTS WHICH SHOULD BE USED BY ALL TEACHING INSTITUTIONS TO DESCRIBE 

THE FOLLOWING UNIVERSITY OF LONDON PROGRAMMES. 

  

Text (i): EMFSS 

 

A degree from the University of London is a mark of excellence, respected by employers and 

universities worldwide. This is because the University of London is one of the world’s leading 

universities, internationally recognised for its high academic standards. This reputation is 

based on the outstanding teaching and research of its 18 world-class Colleges and 9 specialist 

institutes.   

  

Since 1858, University of London degrees have been accessible to students all over the world 

through the University of London International Programmes. Alumni of the University of 

London International Programmes have gone on to shape our world. These include seven 

Nobel Prize winners, leaders of Commonwealth countries, government ministers, renowned 

authors, academics, judges and business leaders. Today, the University of London 

International Programmes is truly international in character with over 50,000 students in more 

than 180 countries.    

  

Academic direction for all of the programmes offered through the University of London 

International Programmes is provided by Colleges of the University. Academics at these 

Colleges develop the syllabuses, prepare the study materials, and are responsible for the 

assessment of students. This means that students benefit from the academic rigour and 

leading-edge research undertaken by the Colleges. It also helps to ensure that University of 

London qualifications are of the same high academic standard, however they are achieved.  

  

In the case of the undergraduate programmes in Economics, Management, Finance and the 

Social Sciences (EMFSS), academic direction is provided by the London School of Economics 

and Political Science (LSE). LSE is a small, specialist, university with an international intake 

and a global reach whose research and teaching span the full breadth of the social sciences, 

from economics, politics and law to sociology, anthropology, accounting and finance. Founded 

in 1895 by Beatrice and Sidney Webb, LSE has an outstanding reputation not only for 

academic excellence, but also for extensive engagement with the worlds of government, 

policymaking and business.  

  

On successful completion of your studies you will be awarded a University of London degree, 

diploma or certificate. The certificate you receive will state that you were registered with the 

University of London and that examinations were conducted by LSE.  

  

Find out more about the University of London International Programmes at:  

http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk  

  

    

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk/
http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk/
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Text (ii): Undergraduate Laws Programme  

 

A degree from the University of London is a mark of excellence, respected by employers and 

universities worldwide. This is because the University of London is one of the world’s leading 

universities, internationally recognised for its high academic standards. This reputation is 

based on the outstanding teaching and research of its 18 world-class Colleges and 9 specialist 

institutes.   

  

Since 1858, University of London degrees have been accessible to students all over the world 

through the University of London International Programmes. Alumni of the University of 

London International Programmes have gone on to shape our world. These include seven 

Nobel Prize winners, leaders of Commonwealth countries, government ministers, renowned 

authors, academics, judges and business leaders. Today, the University of London 

International Programmes is truly international in character with over 50,000 students in more 

than 180 countries.    

  

Academic direction for all of the programmes offered through the University of London 

International Programmes is provided by Colleges of the University. Academics at these 

Colleges develop the syllabuses, prepare the study materials, and are responsible for the 

assessment of students. This means that students benefit from the academic rigour and 

leading-edge research undertaken by the Colleges. It also helps to ensure that University of 

London qualifications are of the same high academic standard, however they are achieved.  

  

The University of London is a world renowned provider of legal education. For over 150 
years the LLB has provided the first step on a career route for many thousands of practicing 
lawyers within the Commonwealth and around the world. Academic direction for the 
Undergraduate Laws Programme is provided by a consortium of outstanding University of 
London Law Schools: Birkbeck, King’s College London, London School of Economics and 
Political Science (LSE), Queen Mary, School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), and 
UCL (University College London).   
   

On successful completion of your studies you will be awarded a University of London degree 

or diploma. The certificate you receive will state that you were registered with the University 

of London and that examinations were conducted by the University of London Law Schools.  

  

Find out more about the University of London International Programmes at:  

http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk  

  

  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk/
http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk/
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Text (iii): Computing  

 

A degree from the University of London is a mark of excellence, respected by employers and 

universities worldwide. This is because the University of London is one of the world’s leading 

universities, internationally recognised for its high academic standards. This reputation is 

based on the outstanding teaching and research of its 18 world-class Colleges and 9 specialist 

institutes.   

  

Since 1858, University of London degrees have been accessible to students all over the world 

through the University of London International Programmes. Alumni of the University of 

London International Programmes have gone on to shape our world. These include seven 

Nobel Prize winners, leaders of Commonwealth countries, government ministers, renowned 

authors, academics, judges and business leaders. Today, the University of London 

International Programmes is truly international in character with over 50,000 students in more 

than 180 countries.    

  

Academic direction for all of the programmes offered through the University of London 

International Programmes is provided by Colleges of the University. Academics at these 

Colleges develop the syllabuses, prepare the study materials, and are responsible for the 

assessment of students. This means that students benefit from the academic rigour and 

leading-edge research undertaken by the Colleges. It also helps to ensure that University of 

London qualifications are of the same high academic standard, however they are achieved.  

  

In the case of the undergraduate programmes in computing, academic direction is provided 

by Goldsmiths. Founded in 1891, Goldsmiths is internationally renowned for teaching and 

research in creative, cultural and cognitive disciplines. Its distinctive attitude to learning 

encourages students to explore ideas, challenge boundaries, investigate fresh ways of 

thinking, and stretch their minds intellectually and creatively. The Department of Computing at 

Goldsmiths sees interdisciplinarity to be the core of its identity, running undergraduate and 

postgraduate degree programmes that include the application of computer science to the arts, 

media, music, design, games, psychology and business.   

  

On successful completion of your studies you will be awarded a University of London degree 

or diploma. The certificate you receive will state that you were registered with the University 

of London and that examinations were conducted by Goldsmiths.  

  

Find out more about the University of London International Programmes at:  

http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk  

  

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.gold.ac.uk/ug/computing/#d.en.2813
http://www.gold.ac.uk/ug/computing/#d.en.2813
http://www.gold.ac.uk/pg/computing/#d.en.3066
http://www.gold.ac.uk/pg/computing/#d.en.3066
http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk/
http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk/
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Text (iv): BSc Business Administration  

 

A degree from the University of London is a mark of excellence, respected by employers and 

universities worldwide. This is because the University of London is one of the world’s leading 

universities, internationally recognised for its high academic standards. This reputation is 

based on the outstanding teaching and research of its 18 world-class Colleges and 9 specialist 

institutes.   

  

Since 1858, University of London degrees have been accessible to students all over the world 

through the University of London International Programmes. Alumni of the University of 

London International Programmes have gone on to shape our world. These include seven 

Nobel Prize winners, leaders of Commonwealth countries, government ministers, renowned 

authors, academics, judges and business leaders. Today, the University of London 

International Programmes is truly international in character with over 50,000 students in more 

than 180 countries.    

  

Academic direction for all of the programmes offered through the University of London 

International Programmes is provided by Colleges of the University. Academics at these 

Colleges develop the syllabuses, prepare the study materials, and are responsible for the 

assessment of students. This means that students benefit from the academic rigour and 

leading-edge research undertaken by the Colleges. It also helps to ensure that University of 

London qualifications are of the same high academic standard, however they are achieved.  

  

In the case of the BSc Business Administration, academic direction is provided by Royal 

Holloway. Royal Holloway enjoys an international reputation for the highest quality teaching 

and research across the sciences, arts and humanities. Since Queen Victoria presided over 

the grand opening ceremony in 1886, the College has continued to grow in size and status, 

building on the excellence of its scholarship. Royal Holloway is among the top research-led 

university institutions in the UK with a world-class reputation for developing original research.  

  

On successful completion of your studies you will be awarded a University of London degree 

or diploma. The certificate you receive will state that you were registered with the University 

of London and that examinations were conducted by Royal Holloway.  

  

Find out more about the University of London International Programmes at:  

http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk/
http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk/
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Text (v): Postgraduate Laws Programme 

 

A degree from the University of London is a mark of excellence, respected by employers and 

universities worldwide. This is because the University of London is one of the world’s leading 

universities, internationally recognised for its high academic standards. This reputation is 

based on the outstanding teaching and research of its 18 world-class Colleges and 9 specialist 

institutes.   

  

Since 1858, University of London degrees have been accessible to students all over the world 

through the University of London International Programmes. Alumni of the University of 

London International Programmes have gone on to shape our world. These include seven 

Nobel Prize winners, leaders of Commonwealth countries, government ministers, renowned 

authors, academics, judges and business leaders. Today, the University of London 

International Programmes is truly international in character with over 50,000 students in more 

than 180 countries.    

  

Academic direction for all of the programmes offered through the University of London 

International Programmes is provided by Colleges of the University. Academics at these 

Colleges develop the syllabuses, prepare the study materials, and are responsible for the 

assessment of students. This means that students benefit from the academic rigour and 

leading-edge research undertaken by the Colleges. It also helps to ensure that University of 

London qualifications are of the same high academic standard, however they are achieved.  

  

In the case of the Postgraduate Laws Programme, academic direction is provided jointly by 

the Departments of Law of Queen Mary and UCL (University College London). Queen Mary 

is one of the largest Colleges of the University, with a rich and diverse heritage. The College 

began life in 1887 as the People's Palace, a philanthropic endeavour to provide East 

Londoners with education and social activities. Founded in 1826, UCL was the first university 

institution in England to admit students of any race, class or religion, and the first to admit 

women on equal terms with men. UCL was also the first to offer degrees in English literature, 

modern European languages and geography, and pioneered the university-based teaching of 

law, architecture and medicine.   

  

On successful completion of your studies you will be awarded a University of London degree 

or diploma. The certificate you receive will state that you were registered with the University 

of London and that examinations were conducted by the University of London Law Schools.  

  

Find out more about the University of London International Programmes at:  

http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk  

  

    

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk/
http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk/
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Text (vi): International Foundation Programme (IFP)  

 

An academic award from the University of London is a mark of excellence, respected by 

employers and universities worldwide. This is because the University of London is one of the 

world’s leading universities, internationally recognised for its high academic standards.  

  

The International Foundation Programme is offered by the University of London. The 

University has a long history of providing international education and is recognised as a centre 

of academic excellence. Academics at the University develop the syllabuses, prepare the 

study materials, and are responsible for the assessment of students. This means that students 

benefit from the academic rigour and leading-edge research undertaken by the University.  

  

On successful completion of your studies you will be awarded the University of London 

International Foundation Certificate. The Certificate you receive will state that you were 

registered with the University of London and that examinations were conducted by the 

University of London.  

  

Find out more about the University of London International Foundation Programme at:  

http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk  

 

    

Note 

 

The Code for Advertising and Promotional Materials, pages 1 to 4, apply to the International 

Foundation Programme (IFP), except for the phrase ‘University of London International 

Programmes’, which is substituted by the phrase ‘University of London’. 

 

For this reason, the phrase ‘Academic direction’ and ‘Member Institution’ is not applicable to 

the International Foundation Programme (IFP).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk/
http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk/
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Text (vii): Professional Accountancy 

 

A degree from the University of London is a mark of excellence, respected by employers and 

universities worldwide. This is because the University of London is one of the world’s leading 

universities, internationally recognised for its high academic standards. This reputation is 

based on the outstanding teaching and research of its 18 world-class Colleges and 9 specialist 

institutes.   

  

Since 1858, University of London degrees have been accessible to students all over the world 

through the University of London International Programmes. Alumni of the University of 

London International Programmes have gone on to shape our world. These include seven 

Nobel Prize winners, leaders of Commonwealth countries, government ministers, renowned 

authors, academics, judges and business leaders. Today, the University of London 

International Programmes is truly international in character with over 50,000 students in more 

than 180 countries.    

  

Academic direction for all of the programmes offered through the University of London 

International Programmes is provided by Colleges of the University. Academics at these 

Colleges develop the syllabuses, prepare the study materials, and are responsible for the 

assessment of students. This means that students benefit from the academic rigour and 

leading-edge research undertaken by the Colleges. It also helps to ensure that University of 

London qualifications are of the same high academic standard, however they are achieved.  

  

In the case of Professional Accountancy, academic direction is provided by the School of 

Management at UCL (University College London). Founded in 1826, UCL was the first 

university institution in England to admit students of any race, class or religion, and the first to 

admit women on equal terms with men. The research performed in the School of Management 

over the last six years has been rated as “world-leading” in the latest Research Excellence 

Framework (2014), a system for assessing the quality of research in UK universities.  

 

The University of London and ACCA (the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants), in 

partnership, will enable current ACCA students to complete an MSc in Professional 

Accountancy and their ACCA professional accountancy qualification at the same time. This 

partnership will also enable ACCA members/affiliates to gain the MSc, which can be used as 

part of CPD. Founded in 1904, ACCA, the global body for professional accountants, has 

consistently held unique core values: opportunity, diversity, innovation, integrity and 

accountability. ACCA offers business-relevant, first-choice qualifications to people of 

application, ability and ambition around the world who seek a rewarding career in 

accountancy, finance and management.  

  

On successful completion of your studies you will be awarded a University of London degree. 

The certificate you receive will state that you were registered with the University of London. 

  

Find out more about the University of London International Programmes at:  

http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk/
http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk/
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Text (viii): Global MBA 

 

A degree from the University of London is a mark of excellence, respected by employers and 

universities worldwide. This is because the University of London is one of the world’s leading 

universities, internationally recognised for its high academic standards. This reputation is 

based on the outstanding teaching and research of its 18 world-class Colleges and 9 specialist 

institutes.   

  

Since 1858, University of London degrees have been accessible to students all over the world 

through the University of London International Programmes. Alumni of the University of 

London International Programmes have gone on to shape our world. These include seven 

Nobel Prize winners, leaders of Commonwealth countries, government ministers, renowned 

authors, academics, judges and business leaders. Today, the University of London 

International Programmes is truly international in character with over 50,000 students in more 

than 180 countries.    

 

Academic direction for all of the programmes offered through the University of London 

International Programmes is provided by Colleges of the University. Academics at these 

Colleges develop the syllabuses, prepare the study materials, and are responsible for the 

assessment of students. This means that students benefit from the academic rigour and 

leading-edge research undertaken by the Colleges. It also helps to ensure that University of 

London qualifications are of the same high academic standard, however they are achieved.  

 

In the case of Global MBA, academic direction is provided by the Queen Mary University of 

London (QMUL). QMUL is one of the largest constituent colleges of the University of London, 

with over 20, 000 students in over 160 countries. A member of the prestigious Russell Group, 

QMUL works across the humanities and social sciences, medicine and dentistry, and science 

and engineering, with inspirational teaching directly informed by its research. In the most 

recent assessment of research quality (REF), the university achieved ninth in the UK. 

 

The University of London Global MBA is recognised by several major bodies, ensuring that 

your qualification adds significant value to your career prospects. CMI (Chartered 

Management Institute) promotes the highest standards in management and leadership 

excellence. It is the only organisation that awards Chartered Manager status, the hallmark of 

any professional manager. The core modules and project of the Global MBA meet the 

requirements of the CMI’s Level 7 Diploma in Strategic Management and Leadership. Upon 

successful completion of the MBA, you will also receive this Diploma. The University of London 

has secured accreditation from CIMA for the Accountancy pathway. If you successfully 

complete the MBA in Accountancy, you will become eligible to sit the CIMA Master’s Gateway 

exam. The Gateway Route is an accelerated entry route towards the CIMA Professional 

Qualification and the globally recognised CGMA designation for individuals who hold an MBA 

or Master’s in Accountancy. 

 

On successful completion of your studies you will be awarded a University of London degree, 

diploma or certificate. The certificate you receive will state that you were registered with the 

University of London and that examinations were conducted by QMUL.   

  

Find out more about the Global MBA at:  

https://mba.london.ac.uk/  

http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk/courses/postgraduate/queen-mary/global-mba     

http://www.managers.org.uk/education-providers/qualification-resource-library/level-7-in-strategic-management-and-leadership-qcf
http://www.cimaglobal.com/Starting-CIMA/Starting-CIMA/Entry-Routes/MBA-and-masters-in-accounting/Masters-gateway/
https://mba.london.ac.uk/
http://www.londoninternational.ac.uk/courses/postgraduate/queen-mary/global-mba

